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In Brief

Want to find 
out more?

  Commentary                                                                    

Provided by key players in the pensions industry, our commentary 

can help you keep abreast of new developments and opinion.

  Other Scheme Rules                                                      

The scheme rules for Civil Service Pensions, NEST and the 

DWP Hybrid Schemes Quality Requirements Rules can all be 

found here.

  Statistics and other Pensions Reference        
  Materials                                                                           

If you want to know the current RPI, CPI or bank base rate figures, 

head over to Statistics. You will also find ‘Pension Fundamentals 

– A Guide to Pensions’, which is exclusive to Perspective and 

provides a broad background to a range of pension topics.

  PensionSurveys                                                              

Subscribers to our news service will be familiar with PensionSurveys, 

but our reports are also included on Perspective as fully searchable 

documents.

  News                                                                                   

In addition to receiving daily news alerts by email, you can also 

use Perspective to browse or search across all our news articles 

from 1997. 

  Your Own Documentation                                             

You can speak to us about adding your own information to  

Perspective (eg scheme rules, reports, handbooks, 

communications).

  Acts and Bills                                                                  

Acts of Parliament, either in their entirety or with pensions-

specific provisions only. We also publish relevant Bills as they 

proceed through Parliament.

  Statutory Instruments                                                  

Statutory Instruments (including Scottish Statutory Instruments), 

Explanatory Memoranda and Draft Statutory Instruments.

  Public Sector Scheme Rules                                        

As well as publishing the key Statutory Instruments which govern 

various public sector schemes (eg Local Government, Police, NHS 

etc) we have also added a helpful shortcut to make them 

particularly easy to access.

  Regulatory Materials                                                      

This extensive collection of regulatory materials includes HMRC 

Tax Manuals, TPR Codes of Practice, Accounting Standards and 

Guidance from a wide range of Government and other bodies. 

  European Union Materials                                            

Treaties, Directives and other documents relating to pensions.

  Law Reports                                                                     

The PBLR series is provided by Robin Ellison and covers not just 

UK and European cases but also select cases from foreign 

jurisdictions.

  The Pensions Ombudsman                                    

This collection has the full text of over 6,000 determinations 

along with guidance and commentary.

  Parliamentary Materials                                                

Hansard proceedings relating to the passage of Bills through 

Parliament, statements, debates, written answers and Committee 

meetings are all featured here. 

  Reports, Consultations, etc                                         

This is where you will find an extensive collection of reports and 

consultation documents from a wide range of Government and 

other bodies. 


